Ideas that spark.
Welcome to NAAEE's webinar series presented in partnership with the US Forest Service.

This series is designed to bring new ideas and thinking to USFS conservation educators and partners, who provide the public with high-quality environmental education programs across the country and beyond.

2024 eeINSPIRE Webinars
Webinars are open to all who sign up! All sessions will be recorded and archived on eePRO, NAAEE's online platform for environmental education professional development.

Check out recordings for:

**Advancing JEDI: From Bystander to Ally to Advocate**

This webinar promotes Justice, Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (JEDI) strategies and initiatives, and ensures that environmental education spaces are not only inclusive but also actively dismantle systemic barriers and promote equity.

**Speaker:** Dr. Patricia Morgan (she/her) has dedicated her life and career to creating more inclusive and equitable workplaces, schools, and communities.

**Future topics will include:** new approaches to fostering collaborations and engaging communities, increasing civic engagement through education and service learning, becoming a natural and effective storyteller, citizen science in education, building a diverse and inclusive field, and more.

**The Serious Role of "Silly" in Talking and Teaching About Climate**

Learn techniques for creating unique, memorable, bold, and wildly creative lesson plans, activities, and ways to talk about difficult topics like the climate crisis.

**Speaker:** Esteban Gast is a writer, educator, and comedian who has used his way with words to broaden perceptions, embrace challenges, and create meaningful messages in new ways.

Register for upcoming webinars and watch recorded sessions here:
https://eepro.naace.org/learning/eeewebinars